A Circle Walk around Vixen Tor, Dartmoor (2021), walk via public rights of way, text piece using
What3Words coordinates, way points shared online.

Feldspar Score, Southwesterly Wind, Greator Rocks Dartmoor (2021) Linocuts on fabric, 159x105cm
(fabric photographed - other scores vary).

From the Bonny Bells (2022), Beetroot Anthotype, 21 x 30 cm

From the Bonny Bells (2022), Giclee print on Beetroot paper, 15 x 21 cm

From the Bonny Bells (2022), 15 x 21 cm
Giclee print on Beetroot paper, pressed Heather, Poem by Stevenson, R. “Heather Ale”
Source: Buhner, S. 1998. Sacred and Herbal Healing Beers. Colorado: Brewers Publications, pp 29-30

Details from Red Mountain (2022)

Red Mountain (2022), photobook and Giclee prints
(Below) Exhibited at t RE:Wild exhibition, Maketank, Exeter

The Devon Dictionary (2022), participatory book of words for the Devon landscape.

The Devon Dictionary (2022), participatory book of words for the Devon landscape.

Granite Glossary
Arete
Belay

Sharp ascending ridge (Climbing, Geological)
To protect a roped climber from falling by controlling the movement
of the rope. (Climbing)

Bond-stone

Upright granite post marking the bound of a forest (Dartmoor,
Macfarlane, R. Landmarks)

Brouse
Cataclastic

Rough land with gorse and bushes/shrubs (Dartmoor)

Chimney

Chockstone
Choss
Clat
Clitter/
Clatter
Cragfast
Crimp
Crystals
Dilapidation
Feldspar
Flake

Goyle
Green/grassy
Gripped
Hoary

Structural characteristics due to intense crushing/pressure
(Geological)
A rock cleft with mostly parallel vertical sides, and large enough to fit
the climber's body into. To climb such a structure, the climber often
uses their head, back, and feet to apply pressure on the opposing
faces of the vertical walls. (Climbing)
Stone wedged in a vertical chimney of rock, also a metal wedge
threaded on a wire used for protection by wedging it into a crack in
the rock (Climbing)
Rock too unstable to climb on (Climbing)
Lump of Earth (Dartmoor)
Eroded boulders below a Tor (Dartmoor, Sandles, T. Legendary
Dartmoor)
Unable to advance/retreat on a climb (Climbing, Macfarlane, R.
Landmarks)
A hold which is only just big enough to be grasped with the tips of
the fingers (Climbing)
Referring to the Feldspar protruding from the rock face, used as small
hand/foot holds (Climbing, Geological, Clapham, J. Dartmoor
Guidebook)
Falling of stones/rock masses from cliffs by natural agency
(Geological, Macfarlane, R. Landmarks)

Kaolin

Lawrency
Leeward
Rock Basins

Runnel
Rupestral
Sheepy Silver
Stary
Stugged

A lazy day (Weather, Devonshire)
The side of a rock that’s sheltered from the wind. (Geographical)
Dimples or holes on the tops of rocks created by localised
weathering. Weak feldspar crystals are split by the frost which
creates a small hole. Once filled with water, which is frozen, the hole
grows larger. (Dartmoor, Geological, Sandles, T. Legendary
Dartmoor)
Gully in the rock, also a small stream of a particular liquid
(Climbing, Geological)
Living among/occupying rocks (Ecological, Macfarlane, R.
Landmarks)
Flakes of mica in stone (Geological, Macfarlane R. Landmarks,
from Shepherd, N. The Living Mountain)
‘Its too stary to bide like that’ - the sun is too bright to stay sunny all
day (Dartmoor)
Person/animal: enmired in a bog (Dartmoor, Macfarlane, R.
Landmarks)

Swailing/
Swaling

Burning heather/bracken/gorse in moor (Dartmoor, Macfarlane, R.
Landmarks)

The Drift
Thrutch
Tick Mark

The autumn roundup of Dartmoor Ponies (Dartmoor)

Group of minerals occurring in crystalline masses (Geological,
Macfarlane, R. Landmarks)
A thin slab of rock detached from the main face, also a method of
untangling a rope where the rope runs through the hands and falls
into a pile on the ground. (Climbing)
Cleft in hills filled with gorse/bracken that is inaccessible
(Dartmoor, Sandles, T. Legendary Dartmoor)
Rock faces that are often overgrown with mosses and lichens, also
described as ‘dirty’ (Climbing)
Unable to move up/down rock due to fear (Climbing, Macfarlane, R.
Landmarks)
Greyish white in colour, describing Dartmoor granite (Geological,
Crossing, W. Gems in a Granite Setting)

Granite where the feldspar crystals have been hydrolised into china
clay (Geological, Clapham, J. Dartmoor Guidebook)

Trad
Climbing

Waste

Awkward squeezing movement in climbing (Climbing)
A line of chalk drawn on rock as an indicator for holds that can’t be
seen or are small and precise. Holds can also be left ‘ticked’ after the
climber chalks their hands and then holds the hold. Areas that are
popular with climbers are often marked heavily with chalk, which
should be brushed off after the climber has finished. (Climbing)
A style of climbing that emphasises the adventure and exploratory
nature of climbing. While sport climbing generally makes use of
pre-placed protection ("bolts"), traditional (or "trad") climbing
involves the placement of one's own protection during the climb,
which is generally carried by climbers on a rack. (Climbing)
This term describes a small area of enclosed rough pasture and
mainly occurs on the southern moor. (Crossing, W. Gems in a
Granite Setting)

Granite Glossary (2021-ongoing)
A collection of words found and experienced whilst climbing on Dartmoor

A Dialect of the Landscape (2022), AI generated imagery using words from the Granite Glossary.
Generated from NVIDIA’s ‘Gaugan 2’ on 28/04/22 (https://gaugan.org/gaugan2/)

TL:’ Arete, Belay, Bond-stone, Brouse, Cataclastic, Chimney, Chockstone’
TR: ‘Choss, Clat, Clitter/Clatter, Cragfast, Crimp, Crystals, Dilapidation, Feldspar, Flake, Goyle’
BL: Green/grassy, Gripped, Hoary, Kaolin, Lawrency, Leeward, Rock Basins, Runnel, Rupestral’
BR: ‘Sheepy-Silver, Stary, Stugged, Swailing, The Drift, Thrutch, Tick Mark, Trad Climbing, Waste’

